
Vintage Electronic and Radio Parts - Ham / Maker / Experimenter Estate Sale

June 17-18, 8AM to 1PM - 3310 Pritchett Dr., Irving TX

A sale of the electronics components collection and hoard of W5FRS Dennis Brady (SK), an accomplished Builder, Engineer, Inventor, Technician, and
Radio Operator, which was amassed over a 65 year span occupying several rooms in the home and an outbuilding. These are the components and 
hardware, new and used, kept ‘in stock’ for the gentleman’s life-work and favorite hobbies, and includes some other related categories of technical 
goods. 
The goods will appeal to those who like to experiment, build, and use all kinds of electronics equipment using parts from the 1940s to 1970s. See 
general list on next page. Everything will be priced to go, and priced to please! 

A true classical builders’ Smörgåsbord,  from Grid Dip to DIP RAM. 



General list of goods to be sold. ALL must go, with lowest possible pricing because we want you to be happy!

Capacitors: ceramic, doorknob, mica, air, oil, electrolytic etc., in many voltages and values (incl. HV)

Capacitors: variable air types, several dozen from small to large.

Chassis: Aluminum and steel chassis, brackets, misc. types of metal pieces suitable for making shields and other objects..

Coils / Inductors / Transformers: RF and lower frequency coils, air core, slug tuned, fixed, and toroid.

Electronics and radio equipment items: dozens of military, commercial, and home-brew, parts sets or complete.

Hardware: variety of small machine hardware, some sheet metal screws, springs of many sizes, etc.. 4-40 to ¼ and more incle. Special fasteners.

Keys: Vibroplex / “bug”, including vintage.

Literature: 1974? set of Ford Mustang manuals and many other car books

Literature: Many radio and electronics books, A large cabinet full of QST, and other magazines.

Meters: Multimeters, some lab type, dozens and dozens of panel meters: many sizes, scales, and shapes.

Misc. items: knobs, dials, instrument lamps, connectors, insulators, bags of like parts.

Misc. Wire and Cords, house wiring outlets, wire nuts, all types. Cables: Power, Audio, RF. Boxes of same.

Oscilloscopes, several Tektronix.

Power Supplies: high and low voltage, 100+ “wall warts” or “bricks” as some call them.

QRP  items, boards, radios/kits, their documentation, etc. 

Racks: a few 1-4 FT in height. Mostly look like “BUD”.

Radios and radios-for-parts - some circa WWII vintage “ARC”-like units and contemporary aviation electronics.

Resistors: Thousands, from 1/4 to 200 Watts. Also potentiometers and precision, non-inductive resistors.

Semiconductors: ICs: classic /early: MOSTEK. DIP RAM memory, 68000 micros, Character generators, op-amps, other types.

Semiconductors: Transistors and Diodes, etc. Vintage on and off heatsinks new and used power/signal, some Germanium.

Shed: in back yard filled floor to ceiling with many of the items mentioned above and much more. EXPLORE!

Switches: rotary. Toggle, TR switches, Antenna switches, tilt, micro. Relays large and small, some hermetic.

Tools: Drill press, 1.5 ton Hoist, and some other car tools.

Tools: Soldering irons, soldering guns, miscellaneous small tools

Transformers / chokes: iron core, signal and power.

Vacuum Tubes: hundreds of classic old receiving and transmitting, early 1940s to 1960s.

NOTES:   Although this is a vintage-oriented sale, there are very few, if any, high end “audiophile” tubes, hi-fi gear, “modern” or collectible ham 
radio products I.e. Collins et al.. Please avoid disappointment by expecting them. All items are sold as-is, where is. Event is ‘Weather Permitting’. 
Payment method: Cash.


